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1-NO-TV to mark 15th anniversary Saturday
(SEE STORY BELOW)
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Cleveland, Ohio Mayor Carl Stokes
met with members of the Memphis black
community Sunday before giving the
keynote speech before the 324 annual
conference of The Tennessee Municipal
League.
During he conference with members
of the Inner-City Voters Education Organization and other members of the
black community, Mayor Stokes said
that he would not run for reelection or
any elected office.
Mayor Stokes stated during that interview, "I want to use my 14 years of
experience in coalition politics, that is
putting together groups of minorities and
to help people understand that coalitions
will work.
"The belief that black and w it e
people cannot vote together is nonsense.
It is also nonsense that minority groups
will always fight one another."
He continued, "It is true, that y o u

Poster child greets Mayor...
PHILADELPHIA — Zachery Williams, 1971 National Poster Child
for the Epilepsy Foundation of
America, presents Candle of Understanding to Mayor Henry Loeb
of Memphis, in Philadelphia. The
candle — given in behalf of the
4,000,000 epileptics in America —
is the international symbol of the

fight to bring epilepsy out of the
darkness and into the light. Little
Zachery has had epilepsy for four
of his six years. Mayor Loeb was
in Philadelphia for the U.S. Conference of Mayors. The local Epilepsy Chapter is Memphis Epilepsy Society at 150 Washington st.

I

Aid voter registration

Inner-City Voter Education Committee expressed its appreciation to friends,
community workers, organizations, high
school and college students, ministers,
principals and teachers for the support
and donations at the "Right-On Political
Workshops" over the past five-m ont h
period.
Appreciation was also extended to
"The Tri-State Defender" and radio stations WLOK and WDIA for news coverage concerning Inner-City Voter Education Activities.
Because of community support, Inner City Voter Education Committee has
taken voter education programs to community organizations, student and senior
citizens, _according to ICVE officials.
The 18-to 20-year-old vote has been
an integral part of ICVE program and
activities it was explained. Approximately 1,930 black youths in this age bracket
were registered between April 22 a n d
May 22.
"This is only a beginning effort of
what the organization intends to accom-

plish by next election." said Miss Minerva Johnican, chairman of the group.
"As soon as the registrar's book s
open June 23, we intend to intensify our
18-to 20-year old campaign and definitely
reach our goal of 16.000.
"Not only will these young people
have the right to vote but will also have
SEE PAGE 4

Criminal Court Judge W. Otis Higgs
Jr., told about 200 Memphis NAACP
members who met at Greater Middle
Baptist church that blacks should not
have to be litigated over to get their
rights.
He told the group that a change is
needed in the racial attitudes in both the
white and black communities for real
progress to be made.
Higgs said, "The real issues in Memphis, Tenn., are not busing, not racism
or poverty or things along those lines,
but whether or not black people, Amen-

cans and human beings are going to. be
forever litigated over in the courts at
the conference table and etc."
"It doesn't make me feel too good as
a black American to think that everytime we try to accomplish things in
America, especially school intdgration
we have to go to court; I think its high
time that black Memphians and bla ck
Americans get some rights under t h e
same constitution, the same Declaration
of Independence and other great documents that white folks get their rights
under. We shouldn't have to litigate in
America for our rights."
"I believe we shouldn't have to bring
pressure to bear to get our rights; we
ought to get them because they are inherited rights."
•
He also-stated, "The Memphis
Branch of the NAACP has done a tremendous job in Memphis, and black
folk need to unite. There is room for all
of us.
'I don't think we all should hate each
.other because then the real enemy gets
away; I believe we ought 'to stop criticizing each other and start working for
the common good.:'
Judge Higgs called the efforts of the
Memphis Chamber of Commerce and
yarious black-white committees "etforts
in futility."

The Sans Qualls Golf Club will hold
it's, 12th Annual Open Golf Tournament
at Fuller Park Golf Course, June 26-27.
There will be four flights for men,
2 flights for seniors, 2 flights for juniors,
and 2 flights for women. Trophies a n d
prizes will be awarded to top finalists.
A qualifying round may be played
anytime this week. Early qualifiers may
register at the Fuller Park Club house.
The proceeds from the tournament
will help finance the Youth Clinic also
held at Fuller Park.

THE CHAIRMEN OF THE
BOARD will be among the headliners at WDIA's 1971 Starlite Revue, featuring Ray Charles. The
event will take place July 3 at 8
p.m. at the Mid-South Coliseum.
Tickets are $3.50, 53, and $2. They

JULIAN BOND, Georgia State
Representative, right, and John
Lewis, executive director of Voter
Education Project are touring the
state of Mississippi. The purpose
of the tour is in response to the

A contractor h;red to rede2orate a
home in East Memphis, June 3rd5 says
he was discriminated against when h.
sought medical attention at Methodist
hospital after gashing his hand almost 1.
the bone while rensovine, some iron dra :
pipes from the lawn.
The victim. Charles Pollard. 685 Wi
nut st.. said after cutting his hand ht.
began driving to the hospital when he
started to feel dizzy 'from loss of blood.
He spotted a parked police cruiser and
asked for help. Pollard said the police
request for assistance made by lo- radioed for an ambulance which took
cal registration projects which in him to the hospital.
Pollard said he arrived at the hospimany areas still face intimidation,
tal at 6:25 p.m. at which time he was ap•
harassment, and delaying tactics
proached by a nurse who asked him
what happened.
in violation of the 1965 Voting
said after this he was not seen
Rights Act.
by anyone and was not given any medication until 9 p.m. when he went to the
nurses station to find someone.
"There was a doctor seated in the
station." Pollard said. "He asked me
what was wrong and I told him that I
had injured my hand and how long I had
The National Assn. of Educational
been bleeding.
Broadcasters was established in 1925 and
According to Pollard. "The doctor
is the professional association of n is n•
then told me he would have to wait until
commercial broadcasters. Howard Hoist
they got to him or go somewhere else —
was a charter member of the PBS Board
he didn't tare."
of Directors and serves on the board of
Pollard said he started out of t h e
the NAEB. He is also, chairman of its
emergency room and he doctor called
SEE PAGE 4
him back.

WKNO-TV celebration
Henry Loeb, Mayor of Memphis, has
proclaimed the week of June 20-26, as
Public Broadcasting Week. The mayor's
proclamation was signed as a tribute to
the Me m phis Community Television
Foundation and WKNO-TV, which will
celebrate its 15th year of broadcasting
June 25.
Four top exeeutives of major noncommercial broadcasting organizations
will be in Memphis June 25-26, to join

WKNO-TV in celebrating its 15th anniversary of broadcasting to the Mid-South
area.
John W. Macy Jr., president of the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting
(CPB), Hartford N. Gunn Jr., president
of Public Broadcasting Service (PBS);
William G. Harley, president of the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters
(NAEB); and Donald R. Quale, president
of the recently created National Public
Radio (NPR> network, have accepted invitations to be present at the anniversary celebration and dedication of t h e
station's new color equipment, its newly
completed 1115-foot tower and WKNOFM, a non-commercial radio station soon
to be on the air.
"We are delighted that these four
men will be with us to mark this anniversary and launch what we hope will be
a new era of service to the Mid-South
community," said Howard Hoist, manager of WKNO-TV.
Activities will begin on Friday. June
25, at a luncheon at the Rivermoot honoring trustees and ex-officio trustees of
of the Memphis Community Television Foundation which owns and o p e rates WKNO-TV-FM and community leaders who have' played a large part in the
development of non-commercial broadcasting in Memphis.
At a press conference and symposiurn following the luncheon Macy, G u n n,
Harley and Quale will explain the rapid
strides made by public broadcasting in
the last two years and respond to questions about non-commercial television and
radio.
The Corporation for Public Broadcasting was established in 1968 under the
Public Broadcasting Act to help guide
the development of n o n-commercial
broadcasting in this country.
PBS was chartered in 1968 to obtain
and distribute a national schedule of programs to the nation's 200 non-commer
mercial public television stations an d
NPR was incorporated in 1970 to p r 0duce, acquire and distribute radio programs and relited materials to the growing network of public radio stations
across 'the country.

are available by mail order from
WDIA. Proceeds from the affair
will help support two Boys Clubs,
a Girls Club. Little League baseball. buses for crippled children
and many other worthy WDIA
Goodwill fund projects.

Charges bias in
Methodist hospital
Bs -1-M. WATSON

Registration
drive to stay

Quails golfersgolfers
tourney June 26

can go out and put those. coalitions together, and once you put minorities together, you become the majority and
that is the way you take power."
Stokes explained, "coalition is t h e
way that groups who have been traditionally excluded from the governmental
process become the voice in determining,
in fact, what government does, and this
is what I will be doing in the next few
years."
On the issue of metropolitan government or consolidation, Mayor St o k e s
said, "We've defeated efforts toward
metropolitan governmedt and it is pretty clear that it was for the purpose of
diluting the black political strength, because of this we went out and defeated
It'
When asked about the significance of
black political officials. Mayor Stokes
stated, -In some places like Newark,
SEE PAGE 4

MAYOR CARL STOKES of Cleveland, Ohio, third
from right, raps with members of Inner-City Voter
Education Committee 'while on a visit here. Pictured
with Mayor Stokes are members, from left, Francis
Hale, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. "Spike" Hawkins, Minerva

-The doctor told a nurse to put this
boy in one o' those rooms ',n the hack."
I was put in a r.min in the ha ck
whore I waited, in pain, for another 30
SEE PAGE 4

Police
blotter
CHARLES HOLLOWEI.1„ 39, of 1833
Nedra, has been hound over to the Shelby County Grand Jury on assault to
murder.
Rufus Carter. 39. oI 1328 Tinita. died
at John Gaston hospital at 7:15 p.m.
Tuesday. He was found lying on the steps
of his home with a bullet woun-d in his
abdomen.
Police said that the charge of assault to murder against his assailant
will probably he changed to murder.
MEMPHIS POLICE ARRESTED 19
men and 2 women on gaming charges in
a raid on a garage at MeLemore a n d
Rayner.
All 21 were released after they posted bonds of $26 each.
Officers said they were making
routine check of the area when the y
SEE PAGE 4

Johnican, chairman of the group, Kathryn Bowers and
Carl lohnson Members not pictured but attended the
es ;ir.mk, tithony
meeting are Yvonne Acey, Josk..p
Elmore, Rodney Strong and H. O. Kneeland.
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Memphis youth to
IRC Sweden camp

Mississippi Newsscope

Lewis, Bond to Tour
The Voter Education Project, Inc. (VEP), announces
two tours to be conducted by
John Lewis and Julian Bond
in the state of Mississippi to
stimulate black voter registration efforts.
John Lewis, executive director of VEP will be joined
by Georgia State Representative Julian Bond. a longtime associate a n d VEP
board member, on the 15county tour.
The tours, which will be
conducted June 22 through
June 24 and June 28 through
June 30, are part of a massive VEP campaign in Mississippi to register more than
200.000 black voters. At present. 20 registration c a mpaigns are being funded by
VEP and conducted by local
community organizations in
Mississippi.
The tours are designed to
mobilize black voter potential through personal contact
and a series of public speaking engagements. The Voter
Education Project does not,
however, endorse political candidates or support
partisan political efforts.
During the days of t h e
tours, Mr. Lewis and Re p.
Bond will engage in the canvassing of rural and urban
areas. The agenda for t h e
evenings include barnstroming speaking engagements.
The goal cif the VEP effort is
to register as many of t h e
unregistered blacks prior to
the cut-off date of registration on July 2, 1971.
Several local projects,
facing the problem of reregistration in addition to registering new voters, requested
the assistance of VEP in dramatizing the need for minority participation in the political process. It is felt by VEP
and local registration group:
that the reregistration Process was intended to roll
hack the black voting rights
progress which has been
made in recent years.
In 1965, shortly after t h e
enactment of the Voting
Rights Act, Lewis and Rep.
Bond made a similar tour of
the state of Arkansas. At
that time. when Lewis w a s
Chairman of the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee (SNCC) and Bond
was SNCC's Communication
Director, the tour resulted in
tremendous enthusiasm and
led to increases on the voter
roles. During the current
tours in Mississippi. Lewis
and Bond will be speaking
during registration hours on
the steps- of county courthouses.
Project reports from Mississippi indicate t h a t, in
many areas, black people attempting to register to vote
are still faced with intimidation, harassment. and delaying tactics in violation of the
1965 Voting Rights Act. In recent testimony before t he
House Judiciary Civil Rights
Oversight Committee, John
Lewis emphasized the need
for federal registrars and observers to enforce the provisions of the Voting Rights
Act.
In describing the tou r,
Lewis said: -Our trip is an
attempt to conquer the fear
that black citizens have and
to bring attention to the July
2nd voter registration deadhoc. We have come a long
way in Mississippi, but we
still have a long road ahead.
This tour, we hope, will maximize t h e attention of communities in the Delta, on the
coast, and way up in North
Mississippi to move people
to register."

Rep. Bond stated: "There
is nothing,,, more important
happening in the South now
than to work with the people
of Mississippi who are trying
to overcome years of racist
barriers to political participation. I look forward to the

A 17-year-old Memphis
youth is getting more of a
vacation than he originally
planned for.
Straughter Morris, a senior
at Memphis Technical high
school, will be one of t hr e e
young adults to represent the
United States at an International Red Cross Youth Camp
in Crasmark, Sweden, next
month.
The camp is designed to instill leadership traits in young
people, as well as teaching
th e m the various cultural
traits of the represented nationalities. Included in t h e
two weeks of training will be
a visit to the headquarters of
the International Committee
of Red Cross in Geneva and
a study of Swedish customs.
A volunteer of the Memphis
Area Chapter for the past
two years, Straughter h a s
spent two summers assisting
at Veterans Administration
Hospital of Memphis. During
his first season of volunteer
work, he was chosen "Mr.
Red Cross".
Straughter has hopes of entering the American Academy of Dramatic Arts after
graduating from Tech a n d

Mississippi tour and talking
with my brothers and sisters
to bring about the needed
changes."
The Voter Education Project. based in Atlanta. Ga.,
is a private, non-partisan,
tax-exempt organizati,n.

SCHEDULE OF LEWIS-BOND VOTER REGISTRATION
TOUR IN MISSISSIPPI • 1971
JUNE n-24
TUESDAY, JUNE 22, 1971
Sunflower County - Ruleville
6 p. m.-Williams Chapel
Bolivar County - Mound Bayou 7:30 p. m.-John F. Kennedy
high school
Coahoma County - Clarksdale
9 p. m.-Neighborhood Center
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23, 1971
Madison County - Canton
7 p. m.-County Courthouse
Yazoo County - Yazoo City
9 p. m.-St. Francis Gym
THURSDAY, JUNE 24, 1971
Humphreys County - Belzoni
6 p. m.-Green Cove Missionary
Baptist church
Holmes County - Lexington
7:30 p. m.-Lexington Attendance
Center
LeFlore County - Greenwood
9 p. m.-Wesley United Methodist church
•

•

•

MONDAY, JUNE 28, 1871
Wilkerson County - Woodville
6 p. m.-Multi-Purpose Center
Adams County - Natchez
7:30 p. m.-City Auditorium
Jefferson County - Fayette
8:15 p. m.-Jefferson high school
or City Hall
Claiborne County - Port Gibson
9:15 p. m.-Addison high
school
TUESDAY. JUNE 29, 1971
Jackson County - Moss Point
7 p. m.-Jackson County Fair
Grounds
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 30, 1971
Tunica County - Tunica
4 p m.-Turtica Auditorium
Panola County - Sardis
6 p. m.-Miles Chapel
Marshall County - Holly Springs
8 p. m.-Cadet Primary
Auditorium
Voter Education Project, Inc., 5 Forsyth at. N. W., Atlanta,
Ga. 30303

Agency Management
has high enrollment
The Fifteenth Institute in
Agency Managament w i 11
open with one of it highest
enrollments in recent years
when classes begin Monday,
June 14 on the campus of
Miles college in Birmingham,
Ala.
Twenty-eight students have
enrolled for the two-week
course.„
The Institute, which is
sponsored by the National
Insurance assn. has proven
over the, years to be an effective method of training
personnel of member companies to become more skilled in positions of middle
management. It has helped.
also, to prepare potential
managers for a smooth trainsition from salesman to sales
manager.
The -Study and Action"
course prepared by the Life

Insuice Agency Management.Issn. will be the basis
of the-surriculum with heavy
emphasis placed on typical
day-to-day problems encountered-by field personnel.
E. 7. Halfacre, CLU. assistant agency director,
North Carolina Mutual Life
Insurance Co., William E.
dean- of the Institute. Members of his teaching staff
are:-...H. A. Caldwell, training .director -Universal Life
Insurance Co., William E.
Sterling Jr., vice presidentdirector of agencies. Prot..ctive Industrial Insurance Co.,
and John F. Morning, associate director of NIA.
NIA President, L. R. Taylor, associate actuary, North
Carolina Mutual. will deliver
the graduation address on
June 25 and present certificates to students completing
the course.

OFFICIALS OF NATIONAL DISTILLERS
were in Memphis to honor some 60 employers who have been with the firm 25 years.
The plant, which makes barrels for liquor, IS
the world's largest. Taking part in the
observance at the Holiday Inn-Risermont

were from left: Robert W. McDuffie, James
Ashley. John Rankins, Dwight Cheatham,
Mrs. Flora Davis, Louis B. Rodenberg, vice
president-production, John Hubbard, and
Hardin Jones, local No, 99,

Mrs. Bethune to be honored
The late Mary McLeod Bethune, a noted black edui..ator and adviser to United
States Presidents from Coolidge through Truman, will
be honored by a commemorative' exhibition of portraits,
photographs, and memorabilia the week of June 18
through June 25 in the second floor rotunda of the National Portrait Gallery, 8th
and F streets N.W.
The special showing will
coincide with Mary McLeod
Bethune Day. June 19, proclaimed by the National
Council of Negro Women.
The Council will hold an allday conference in the Portrait Gallery on that day.
Musical and dramatic events
featuring local youth will be
held in the Gallery's outdoor
courtyard between 2 and 3:30
and are open to the public
free of charge.
Portraits to be displayed of
Mrs. Bethune, who died in
1955 at the age of 79. are a
pastel by Winold Reiss, done
about 1924, and later oils by
Betsy Graves Reyneau and
Aaron Douglas. The Reiss
drawing is on extended loan
to the National Portrait Gallery from the artist's son,
the Reyneau is from the Gallery's permanent collection,
and the Douglas is being lent
by the Minneapolis Board of
Education.
The photographs span Mrs.
Bethune's life, while t h e
memorabilia include Franklin Roosevelt's ebony cane,
given to her by the President's wife after his death,
and the Star of Africa, a
decoration awarded her by

the Republic of Liberia. Most
of the material is being lent
by the Bethune Foundation,
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Born in 1875 in Mayesville,
S.C., to parents who Is a d
been slaves, Mrs. Bethune
was the 15th of 17 children.
She was educated at Scotia
Seminary in Concord. N.C.,
and at the Moody Bible Institute, in Chicago, after
which she taught school for
several years. In 1904 Mrs.
Bethune organized the Daytona Normal and Industrial
School for Negro Girls, at
Daytona Beac h, Fla., a
school that became the Bethune-Cookman College in ,!
1923. She was president ofl
the college from 1932-42 and
again in 1946-47, after serving as director of the Division of Negro Affairs in the
National Youth Administration.
During her career M r s.
Bethune was affiliated with
numerous organizations. In
1924 she was elected president of the National Association of Colored Women's
Clubs, one of the first national organizations for black
women. In 1935 Mrs. Bethune
founded and became the first
president of the National
Council of Negro Women.
The United Nations was
one of Mrs. Bethune's many
interests, and she served as
a consultant to the organization's - founding conference.
During the Roosevelt Administration, she also was a
member of the "Black Cabinet" — an advisory group
on minority affairs.
Mrs: Bethune was award-

ed many honorary degrees,
including a doctorate from
Howard University.

from there pursuing a career
in a c tin g. He has been involved in several productions
of t he Children's Theater,
sponsored by the Meniphis
Park Commission,

Mrs. Smith
speaks on
The public is urged to
hear Mrs. Maxine Smith,
executive secretary of the
NAACP, give the facts about
t he Consolidation of t h e
Memphis and Shelby Coilnty Governments.
The program will be held
at Second Congregational
Church (Walker at Md)owell) on Thursday, June 17
at 7:30 p.m.
It is sponsored by the
Christian Social Action Committed.
There will be a question
and answer period so that
the community may be informed before voting.
The Rev. Edward Goode is
pastor of the church.
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Golf club
plans tourney

Church women honored at luncheon
The Tri-State D et ender
honored the leading church
women of the 'Fri-State area
with a luncheon Saturday
June 12, at the Luau Restaurant.

Mrs. W. S. Vance of First
Baptist church of Brovaisville, Tenn., was first prize
winner in the Churchwomen
contest. She was the recipient
of a mink stole.
Mrs. Vance has spent more
than 25 years as instructor of
the National Sunday School
and B.T.'U. Congress and has
a e r ve d as instructor and
music director for t h e State
Congress for more then 30
years.
For many years she served
as chairman of Committee
f o r Management for t h e
Memphis YWCA. While living
in Memphis she was a mem-

tier of the St. John Baptist
Church. She is a retired
teacher of the Memphis public school system.
She is the mother of Mr.
and Mrs. W. T. Brodnax who
live at 1894 Ferber. H e r
granddaughter Miss Jacqueline Brodnax is a graduate of
Clark College in Dubuque,
Iowa and a reservationist for
Delta Airlines.
Mrs, Vance organized the
Sacred Lily Sunday School of
the First Baptist church in
Brownsville 19 years ago and
stills serves as -nstructor of
this class, She also serves a
director of music for t he
Tennessee B. M. & E. Convention. She is a poet, author
of several books, great speaker and once served as a correspondent of the Tri-State
Defender.
Many musicians that t h e

nation afferds will tell y ou
that they got their starts with
the teachings of Mrs. Jennie
Sims Brodnax Vance. She is
a tireless worker who claims,
"I don't have time to die for
I am too busy working for
my Lord".
Mrs. Fannie Clark, of Oak
G roe e Baptist church, was
second prize winner and received a color television set.
Mrs. Clark w a s nominated
for the contest by her pastor,
the Rev. J. E. Clark.
She has served in various
capacities in her church, she
is organist and instructor for
t h e Number Two and Three
Choirs and has served as the
musician every since she was
in elementary school. Sh e
works closely with the Music
dept., the Mothers' Bo a rd
and the young people.

church gave the invocation.
Whittier Sengstaeke Jr.,
editor of the Tri-state Defender gave the greetings.
The others appearing on ihe
program were -R a y Wicks,
circulation manager of the
Tri-State Dofender who introduced the leading churchwomen and announced the
prizes, and Mrs. Bertha Wilbert, prominent c iv i c and
church worker who spoke to
the group.
John Sengstacke, publisher
of t h e Sengstjicke Newspapers, president of the Chicago Daily Defender, came
down from Chicago to congratulate the ladies and announced that the first prize in
next year's contest will be a
two week round trip all expense paid trip to the Ho 1 y
Land.

THESE WOMEN worked for the title of
"Churchwoman of the Year" sponsored by
the Tri-State Defender on an annual basis.
From left are front row: Mrs. Fannie
Clark, Oak Grove Baptist church; Mrs.
Jennie Broadn,ax Vance, First B a pt ist
church Brownsville, Tenn.; Mrs. Buelah
Johnson, Macedonia Baptist church. Back

row Mrs. Mary , Grace Parker, Pentecostal
Baptist church; Mrs. E ssie McClenton,
Greater Middle Baptist church; Mrs. Mil.
dred Loretta Smith, Galatian Baptist church; I
Mrs. Earnestine Hunt, Mrs. Alice B. Martin,
New Salem Baptist church: and Mrs. Fan.
nie Ruth I.amarr, St. Andrew AME church.

by the
.ion Corn-

Goode is
h.
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Mrs. Johnson is a member
of the Number One Choir of
the Bible Class, Chaplain of
the Missionaory Society a n d
teaches in the Baptist Training Union.

Everybody seems to like it.
Treet is all sugar-cured
good Armour meat.

PUT YOURSELF IN A PICKLE
WITH SPEAS
Tickle that ever-lovins
family with pickles you made
with
yourself. Try this recipe
a touch of creative old you...and
that grand old name in vinegar—Speas.
FREE: Vinegar booklet with over 60 uses for vinegar, including
delicious recipes. Write Speas Company, 2400 Nicholson Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri 64120.

To each quart jar add:
1 head fresh dill
2 to 3 cloves fresh garlic
(depending on size)
1 small red or green hot
pepper (optional)
Select fresh firm cucum-

bers, wash and pack in
jars
Bring to a boil:
2 qts. water
1 qt. Speas Vinegar
(cider or distilled)
1 cup non-iodized salt

Pour hot solution over cucumbers and seal jars.
Pickles will be ready in 3 to 4 weeks, depending-on
size of cucumbers. For plain dill pickles, omit garlic.

SPEAS VINEGAR
APPLE CIDER • DISTILLED

SERVICE

1925 UNION AVE.
275-1148
3250 SUMMER
324-4444

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE

CUSTOM

H c

TAILORS

INC.
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THE MONUMEN"FAL DAY CARE CENTER
recently held their Annual Spring Festival
which climaxed Kindergarten studies for
18 little graduates. There were exercises
and a fashion show presented by the Nursery
and Kindergarten. At the end of the program
royalty from both were presented. From

Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tennessee
"YOUR Company Makes Whot Yoe Ask hi. And
Croatia What You Think Of'

left are: King Willie Moss, son of Mr. and'
Mrs. Willie Moss, Queen Sabrina Hall,(laugh- •
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Hall. From the Nursery: Queen Sherian I.. Boyd, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Boyd, and King
Bryce Jones, son of Mrs. Ida Jones.

DRIVE MADISON'S WAY
The standard of the word in
previously owned can,too!

1969 Cadillac

I

'4405

Cala*. We haw two or These line neleldcars le deadlier km/
both W. Thinned on beautiful con. schwees WM etrective
interiors. Eouronent incisdes automat. clew lacks, automat,o
dimmer, automat.c cruse caned. AM-FM sWieo redo. Weer
...dew
,
goner met. Mow .4...11, gown, Wakes, aeleenet•
15 climate control, end it, the unites,' in drerIng safety end
comfort these to. motorcar% each hare a set If premium
whtte sidew•li Ives.

1970 Cadillac

%NC

Convertible Finn/tee in Astral blue with • Celli. white
Orlon top and matching Mote leather oleicr. Equipment ml
this line natOrcer ocludes cower windows, wow mat. pow•
er Veering. power brakes, AM-FM radio, adlemac climate
control and a eat of pronouns whiee selawall tiros.

Now At Your
Favorite BIG STAR...
BEAUTIFUL
Spicy Brown
GLASSES

1970 Cadillac

'6896

Sedan de Ville. We hare two of Owe fine luxury motor- cars
from vdoth to Moose. both of which are flrimised
typical
Cadillac festoon. &women, w these motorcars includes 1.11
and telesCdlic stewing unmet. AM-FM relit autinsinic drmelte central. sewer windows. pester Merino, power toenail.
now*
, mat, rem.?, control mirror, emergency hasher, and •
set of premium will. indwell It,.,.

1870 Cadillac
FREE!
12-0Z. Beverage
Spicy Brown
GLASS

1968 Cadillac
1969 Pontiac

Cie `1-ko {Won
, MinOped wig egtornelfc transmiesKet.
power stefering power bra.. custolOrcab, radio, premium
white seaman tires, and boy wheel Saw.

Glass

Ice Tea
Glass

'3306

,has won • Graven WOW
COnvertilde. Foiled In Engel.
reddal too and beautieul Sable black Weever Interior Equipment ociudes power wird0O11. Meer Wakes. rawer eferfolhe.
tower seat, aueomet. chased canted. scowl seeking radii,.
emergency flasher, remote centred motor, and • oat of new
Ives.

EXTRA SAVINGS FOR YOU
ON All SIZES

18-0e.

'2791

Seloor
Fran.% o green tag • diet year 'OW
and matching green interior Eouonent includes electric antenna. Nolorod raw wends., speaker, poser windows, power
see, Power sewed. power brakes. Sectary sir conditioning,
automatic trensmession and • het et now premium MOM Saler
wall fires.

1968 Cadillac

Glass

'3886

Feetwood. Fonewl in termed*. wog • Grecian white padded
too end metching Mole leaddr Infanta. Thn beautiful nester., n weeded wet reer weeded defegger, vent window,
possor wendowa power mat. power brake, poorer Veering,
minimal. donate control, lilt end telescoWC Steering. AM-FM
radio /NM • eV el premium glass belled Mote slibwall tires.

ith this coupon and $5 additional purchase. excluding tobacco, milk and frozen milk
products. Limit one coupon
per family.

15-0r.
Ice Tea

'UN

Fleetwood Ilevughain Finished In hfridoe• rag a Cetalkes
."* Padded kth aid hdlrherel etterher. Edelerrent indeedre
automatic dimmer, aulocheer taus. MI and telescopiC silt.
'1,. rear window defogger AM FM radio, •utorreto climate
control, power windows. posed seat, power brakes, power
steered, and a set of premium while sRderrell firm.

Juice

HOME STYLE KOSHER DILL PICKLES

LOCATIONS

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

Mrs. Alice B. Maritn, New
Salem Baptist church, was
fourth prize winner; M r s.
Carnellia Brooks, St. Jame
ANIE church, was fifth prize
winner; Mrs. Jessie M a e
Shirley, Cane Creek Baptist
church, was sixth prize winner; and Mrs. Mary Grace
Parker w a s seventh prize
winner. These winners h as e
a choice of a radio or hair
dryer.

Any way you try it,
Armour Treet tastes good.

8

•'HERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
GET PPEFER'ENTIAL

GettheBest
Used CarsFrom the
Get MGreDealer!

Mrs. Beulah Johnson w a s
the third prize winner, S h e
is a member of the Macedonia Baptist church. She is
president of t h e Mothers'
Board, teaches Class Number
6 in the Sunday School and
is vice president of the choir.

Other prize winners who
received bottles of cologne
were Mrs. Pearl Bovie of
Pearly Gate Baptist church;
Mrs. Mildred Loretta Smith
of Galatian Baptist church;
Mrs. Sadie Edwards of Mt.
Olive CME Cathedral; Mrs.
McClenton. Greater
Essie
Middle Baptist church; Mrs.
Naomie Coe, St. Paul Baptist
church: Mrs. Thelma Bailey,
Sommerville Baptist Church;
Mrs. F. R. Lamarr, St. Andrew AME church: Mrs.
Ruth C. Strong of Greenwood
AME, of Millington, Tenn.;
M r s. Rosie Stewart. of Progressive Baptist church; Miss
Louise Brown of Unity Baptist church; Mrs. Lola ShiPp,
Person Ave. Baptist church;
and Mrs. Jeanette Jasper,
Centenary United Methodist
church.
Mrs. 'Ernestine Hunt, represented Mrs. Pearl Boole
of Pearly Gates.
Among the other guest attending the luncheon were
Mrs. Mabel C. Northcross, a
nurse in Humboldt, a n d
Thomas Reed of Humboldt,
who were guests of the first
prize winner, Mrs. Vance.
M r S. Northcross formerly
lived in St. Louis, Mo.
Mrs. Walter Wayne, M is s
Barbara Campbell, Robert
Leonard and J. B. Clark were
also guests.
The Rev. Henry L. Starks,
pastor of St. James AME,

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
CONVENIENT
MORE

Parkway Gardens Presbyterian church is holding its
Daily Vacation Bible School
at the People's Development
Center, 930 Kerr ave..
774-7165.
Classes will be held from
June 14 to 18, 9 a.m. to
11 30 a m.

Mrs. Clark leaches in I h e
f i f th grade at the Kansas
Elementary Sc boo I and is
presently enrolled as a graduate student at Memphis
State University.

question
so that
y be in-

CAN YOU USE

Bible school

Mrs. Clark cooperates with
all the auxiliar.es for the
church and is known for her
successful programs. She is
the organizer and instructor
of the well-kno w n Fannie
Clark Singers.

be held
egational
t Mc DoJune 17

The Sant Qualls Golf Club
will hold the 12th ennuil
open golf tournament at the
Fuller Park golf course,
June 26-27. The tourney will
offer four flights for men,
two for senors, two for juniors and two for wome n.
Trophies and prizes will be
awarded to the top finishers.
A qualifying round may
be played anytime during
the week of June 20-26. Early qualifiers may register
at the Fuller Park club
house.
Proceeds from the tournament will help Enance a
youth clinic planned at Fel.
ler Park.

1871 Buick

I
I

24696

le Sabre Custom. This beautiful car is Wished
lion green
row, a dark green lee end matching grew Interior. totem
whetted* transmission. factory at. sonornahc
ment
redo, Meer. clock. Paws. seeering, are power brakes. and
a set of Witte stemvall

1969 Winn

14996

•detwood. Wt haw li/ of Mesa foe motor ten le choose
from and both are In excellent conaltl•n. Equipe...0 includes
power deer locks, astleneatk cloned egoirol, ••101101411,,C elan.
met, light sentinel, ara-Irm shine refits. and • sal Of pre.
mum while side-well tires. A toe inelercor. this Cadillac car.
ries our feirnous V month ea V theasool mile leCie. Mtproved warren lY•

SI OTHER CADMAN TO COME MN
Your list Investment
A Previously Owned Motorcar From

MADISON CADILLAC
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL 8 I .M.
27-Month Factory-Approved Worm*?
6j
40
.1
0
2
0.
Li1
40
11eg
'
414.10°
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WKNO-TV celebration set
SHOP

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE II
Educational Television Stations Division,
The visitors will be entertained that
evening by Friends of 10, the station's
volunteer organization, at a reception at
•
the Memphis Academy of Arts.

"We wanted to honor these important
guests and give the station's new soonsor mellibers an opportunity to meet
them and understand public broadcast'
log better," said Mrs. }Was Clark, II,
chairman of Friends of 10 and a mein-

Registration
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE I)
the knowledge and skill of the effective
vote for bettering conditions for the
black community," she continued.
The group's slogan "Your Power is
in your vote." is already proving to be
real ai far as these young people a r e
concerned. Through monthly workshops
at 1.eNloyne-Owen college these young
people are busy writing a general plat-

form that they feel potential candidates
should adhere to. Some are even considering becoming candidates themselves.
Inner-City not only works with young
voters but is concentrating on the total
black cummunity through community
workshops, student monthly workshops,
senior citizens power activities and mass
voter registration campaigns.

Mayor Stokes raps
Where Fresh Things
Are Happening!
U S.D.A. INSPECTED I RFSH
WHOLE

FRYER
NO I IMIT NO 1.111(1:111SE

LB

GREAT ON A GRILL
CHUCK

STEAK
(BLADE CUT)

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)

BACON

minutes before anyone came in to see
lite, Pollard said.
A Dr. Case came in. looked at my
hand and assigned an intern to put std. Us in. Pollard said the intern came in
••shaking like a leaf." "I asked h i m
why was he so nervous? Ile said this
was his first case. The intern then sewed my hand, dressed it very shoddy and
told me to leave "
• Pollard said he left and then thought
that he had stuck a piece of metal in
my hand and should have a tetanus shot.
I went back and asked the intern about
ti and he. stated "I forgot to give you
the shot."
"At 2 a m.. I awoke in pain. t h e
dressing kad come off. I dressed and returned bathe emergency room at about
3:45 a.m. I told the nurse that was on

1 LB.PKG.

(2-LB. PKG. 1.05)
L

!hey give it to blacks."
-The increasing use of the black
American in the political process is something very important to me. this is t h e
way. to redress grievances and to
get change.Mayor Stokes contiiied. "The groweater use of the
and
ing
political system by black Americans has
seen remarkable advances throughout the
United States. just in 00,last two years
we've gone from less than 300 black officials to over 2.000. Among these. are 55
mayors.
Mayor Stokes said on the question of
economic problems facings our large
metropolitan areas, -Cleveland epitomizes what happens to a city without ade-

quate operating capital "We dun't have
the general breakdown that you find in
cities like Baltimore,'Buffalo, or Newark
but we do have a drastic shortage of
operating funds because petiole in Cleveland to.k a cut in real estate taxes and
refused to — on two occasions — to vote
up operating increases under the income
tax."
"Cleveland leads the big cities in
this country in the effort t get revenue
sharing that has been proposed by President Nixon and is now being supported
by leaders of the Democratic Party."
Stokes told the group .:f black citizens that every city, county and state
was facing an economic crisis in its operating budget. Stokes stated, "The only
source of relief is general revenue sharing."

9 Charge bias
55c

LB

ALLGOOD !A ILI 0

14 1.01

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1)
nobody else wants to be mayor so

I INTO

PORK
CHOPS

duty that I had been there earlier to r
treatment and they gave me nothing ,or
pain or swelling, and told her that it
needed redressing.•'
The nurse said she couldn't help me
but, would check with the doctor.
Pollard said that the doctor on duty
refused to give me any further treatment
and told me to see a private doctor. Pollard told the nurse he would not pay the
236 bill if they would not wait en him.
With that the nurse reportedly said to
him let me talk to the doctor again. Pol.
lard said he heard the doctor say to the
nurse, go ahead and redress it but I'm
not wing to give him anything for pain.
I don't wanted to be bothered with him.
Later that morning Pollard said he
went to a private doctor who checked
his hand and redressed it properly. Pollard said he returned June 10 and had
the stitches removed.

her of the Board of Directors of the National Friends of Public Broadcasting.
Membership in WKNO-TV at the sponsor
level and above has increased more
than 600 per cent in the last year.
Friends of 10 and the Memphis Jaycees are coordinating WKN() Day at the
station Saturday, June 20. to which the
public is invited.
Activities will be kicked off with a
parade on the MSU campus at 10 a.m.
and will continue with entertainment until 6 p.m. More than 30 community performing groups are participating in t h e
all-day celebration. Dedication ceremonies will be held at noon.

Police blotter

100„ Beechwood Ageing
could be an
TOMATOES49
"advertising gimmick."
CORN 5 39t

- HOT HOUSE

FARM SWEET YELLOW IRISH

EARS

But it isn't.

00

SWE

(For instance, last year we
2 million
1
bought almost 2/
pounds of Beechwood
strips... enough to fill
67 freight cars.)

0 $la
)
raiT1C

isurveulasse

PEACHES 389
HALVES OR SLICES

28 OZ
CANS

A & P COOK OUT SPECIAL

-BAR.B.Q.

11

490

grams to enlarge the ranks of black voters. By the
time of the 1968 elections two-million new black voters
were added to the election rolls, and the course of
civil rights and politics in the South was profoundly
altered.

"Intimately associated with black leadership
throughout the nation and with black and white organizations engaged in civil rights movements, Mr.
Jordan in an historic moment led Charlene Hunter
into the University of Georgia through a mob of white
protestors, using his body as a shield."
This gives some indication of the experience and
commitment of the new NUL Executive Secretary.
'Trained as a lawyer, Jordan has all the academic
credentials that one might seek in aspiring for a leadership role in modern America, He knows and understand the "system." Moreover, as he indicated in his
first press conference, that facts show clearly that the
"system" works more often against than for black
people.
For the past 17 months Jordan has been the director of the United Negro College Fund. Even in this
brief period, the trustees of the fund acknowledge that
Jordan has shown a remarkable ability to organize
and get things done. It was with great reluctance
that they acceded to his request to move into the
leadership of the National Urban League.

"1/2" V.SIZE

SULTANA GARDEN

y LOUIS MARTIN

ed tire tool in his hand. Farris said he
fired three blasts from a le-guage shotMoreover, the younger generation of blacks, those
gun.
35, are possessed of skills and expertise that
MEMPHIS AUTHORITIES believe under
arson was involved in two fires which are rarely found in the older generation Thus despite
happened during the weekend. A car all the barriers and closed doors, it is apparent that
and e barber shop were heavily damagmany young, ambitious blacks are moving forward,
ed in the separate Incidents.
The car belonging to 25-year-old Nic- taking full advantage of new opportunities and daring
key McKinnon was set afire after gaso- to become pioneers.
line was believed thrown on the front
seat. Bell's Barber Shoo at 568 Eva was
The choice of Vernon Jordan to succeed Whitney
set on fire when a can of gasoline was Young as the chief executive for the far flung Urban
reportedly thrown through the f ront
believe, an
'window. Owner Gus Bell said he believ- League movemeht covering 98 cities is, I
ed a small amount of money was taken excellent one. He has demonstrated the pioneering spirfrom the shopt.
it of the new generation in his own career and exA LOVERS' QUARREL led to t h e
not expected in one
death of B- h Hopkins 63, of 301 S. hibited qualities of leadership
Fourth. Albert Cushaw. 63. of 488 Pon- so young.
totoc. was charged with the murder in
His biographical sketch issued by the NUL press
the fatal stabbing that happened Saturday.
office states: "Vernon E. Jordan Jr. presents a rare
Cushaw was also charged with asyouthfulness, experience and
sault to mur.4er in th- kn'te wounding of blend of credentials,
Mrs, Margie Jones 36 of 301 S. F.urth. leadership. At the age of 35, he already has occupied
Pelice quoted Currhaw as saying he key positions in major organizations influencing the
Hopkins was
attaAred the two lar•
course of social change . . .
dating Mrs. Jones. The victims were attacked. police' said, as they sat in chairs
"Mr. Jordan earned national attention as director
in the front yard of their home.
Hopkins died at .Ichn Gaston hospi- of the Voter Education Project for the Southern Retal at 8:15 p.m. Saturday, Mrs. Jones gional Council. Between 1964 and 1968 he traveled
was reportad in satiscactory -..ondiVon at extensively throughout the South, establishing proJohn Gaston.

CABBAGE L..

CT N.
PAK

Urban League
gets a new
leader

For over two months nine
members of the Board of Trustees
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11
of the National Urban League, six
heard a dice game in progress at the
of them black and three whites, surgarage.
veyed black talent across the nation
They said dice and other gambling
in search of a successor to the late
materials were conflacated,
POLICE IN MEMPHIS are continuWhitney M. Young Jr. The result of
ing their investigation of the shooting
that search was made public Tuesdeath, Sunday morning of a teenager.
as the full NUL board of Trustday
Restaurant owner. John Farris told
officers he shot and killed Solomon Mcees elected unanimously 35-yearLemon, as th man allegedly broke into
old Vernon F. Jordan Jr.
his place of business and advanced on
The 'investigations by the search
him with a tire tool.
committee became an inspiring proFarris said he remained In the restaurant after closing Saturday night in cess for all members of the committee. The inspiraan effort to find out who had been burdiscovery of the wealth of black
glarising the cafe. He told notice that he tion came from the
ordered McLemore to halt, but the youth talent in every city in the country. We are much richkept coming toward him with an uprais- er than we know.

HOME GROWN CRISP GREEN

,DOUBLE
'COLA

THE BIG PARADE

.Jordan's experiences as a civil rights lawyer, as
an organizer in the voter registration field, as an administrator and as a spokesman for black Causes
should serve him well as he assumes the mantle of
the late Whitney Young.
The Search Committee of the NUL discovered in
the interviews with Jordan a facet of his character
that no words can fully describe. One member of the
Committee said that Jordan epitomized in his personality all that Dr. W. E .B . DuBois tried to convey
in his beautiful book "The Souls of Black Folk."
-

NEW WIGS • NEW MIRACLE FIBER
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NASHVILLE, Tenn. — An
another volatile issue, federcreated headlines when it reo a members of the U. 8.
al efforts to desegregate the
leased its longest and m ost
Commission on Civil Rights
suburbs.
comprehensive report —1,115
want to expand the scope of
While taking a look inside
pages analyzing the civ ii
their monitoring of civil
a commission meeting, N e 1rights compliance status of
rights throughout the nation,
son observed how the c o m40 federal executive departand one commissioner strong.
missioners employed their
!bents and agencies. T h e
ly advocates additional pow"toughness and diplomacy"
commission's chairman, the
ers to do the job, according
In Setting testimony fro m
Rev. Theodore Hes burgh
to a spacial report on the fedcabinet members at the hearC. S.C., president of the Unieral agency.
ings. The question as whethversity of Notre Dame, has
Cornmissioner Maurice Mit
er to Invite or subpoena the
kept up public pressure for
ellen, also reflecting the coothree cabinet members: Atty
the Nixon Administration to
sensus of the commission's
Gen. Mitchell, HUD Secrefollow up the reports Ii n dstaff workers, sees a need
tary George Romney and
ings and recommendations.
for the more enforcement
Transportation Seer etary
Nelson says that the comacid subpoena powers. MitVolpe. "They finally decided
mission "has perhaps found
chell, who Al chaacellor of
on the invitation route, folmore to criticize in the Nixthe University of Den v e r,
lowed up, if necessary, by
on Administration than in
thinks "the commission Is gopersonal contacts from memany other — lootdragging' on
ing to be swept into the acbers of the commission, and
c hoot desegregation, attivist position whether it likes
falling back as a last resort
tempts to dilute the voting
it or not."
on the subpoena power," Nelrights act, and a 'retreat' on
son reports.
On special assignment for
an announced goal of open
the Race Relations InformaLast fall, the commission
housing." But the commi,
tion Center of Nashville, investigative reporter Jack
Nelson talked with both t h e
commissioners sod the CCR
staff to assess the agency's
accomplishments and its fuoo,
usre role. His findings a r e
published in a ERIC Report,
"The U. S. Commission on
Civil Rights: A More Activist Role?" Nelson has reported extensively onclvil
rights as a newsman and author, and pre,sently he is a
member of the Los Angeles
limes bureau in Washington,
Mein
D.C.
"Toughness and diplomacy" have been the principal
tactics of the 14-year -old
agency, Nelson found. Most
of the members favor conMiming the traditional role as
a research and monitoring
agency, although they feel
more emphasis should be
given to all minorities, such
as the Spanish-speaking and
Indians. The commissioners
also talked to Nelson of investigating such areas as po- WITH U.S. COMBAT AIR FORCES, Vietnam — Verifying
lice enforcement and poverty Information for his U.S. Air Force wait's history at Da Nang
programs.
AB, Vietnam, Is Technical Sergeant Marcelius Jeffries Jr.
"Ever since President Ei- of Memphis. The Sergeant, son of Mr. and Mrs. Marcellus
senhower appointed the first
Jeffries Sr., 2640 Supreme ave., Memphis, compiled the
commissioners in 1957, the
quarterly history of the 366th Tactical Fighter Wing that has
agency, temporary by stabeen selected as best in the U.S. Seventh Air Force in
tute and tiny by fed era I
Vietnam and which now enters Pacific Air Forces competistandards, has been the bane
tion. Sergeant Jeffries compiles the 75 to too-page report
of presidents and attorneys to pr'marily record the combat operations of his F-4
general — Democratic a n d
Phantom fighter-bomber unit. The 1958 Melrose high
Republican al ik e," Nelson school graduate, who received the Air Force Commendation
writes. On Monday (June 141 Medal for meritorious service during his previous assignthe commission will op en
ment at McClellan AFB, Calif., has served in the Informathree days of hearings on tion field for 10 years. (U.S. Air Force photo)

a

(POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT)

(POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT)

ASK & TELL

The East Memphis Politicians
•Ask Them Why they are spending thousands of dollars on headquarters, literature, brochures, radio & TV commercials for
Consolidation.
•Ask Them Why only.the East Memphis Politicians are for Consolidation.
•Ask Them Why you have to live in East Memphis to have good
streets and plenty of street lights.
•Tell Them your community, church and home are due the same
respect they have given the East Memphis Community.
•Tell Them you don't believe in their back slaping, double
dealing, -talking with a forked tongue politics by ...

Mon chairman, Father Hesburgh, told Nelson:
"We have had tr ou bl e
with every single administration. And I would say in this
administration, we are liable
to make the greatest of all
breakthroughs — making civil rights compliance endemic
in the whole federal system."
Father Hesburgh hopes to
accomplish this through the
current monitoring of the civil rights efforts of federal
agencies, which Nelson calls
"one of the moat ambitious
assignments the commission
has ever undertaken." Howe v er, Nelson reports, "it
could make or break t h e
commission as a vital Continuing force in civil rights.
With an election year c 0 ming up, it could mean 'high
noon' for the Nixon Administration on civil rights
as well." The commission also is insisting On rigid civil
rights provisions for any revenue-sharing plan.
'The possibility of a h o wdowns with the Nixon Administration has caused some
fear among CCR staff members that the administration
will pressure Father He sburgh or the staff director,
Howard A. Glickstein, to
take a softer approach or resign. "If either Father Hesburgh or Glickstein is forced
out," one top staffer confided
to Nelson, "it's the end of the
commission as we km.iw it."
The 32-page RRIC Report
also contains excerpts from
the interviews Nelson h a d
with the individual members
of the commission, as well
as biographical sketches of
the commissioners. In talking with Nelson, Father Hesburgh spoke eloquently of his
long-range view of the commission. "I would change
the name of the commission
to 'human rights' and expand
it:' Father Hesburgh declared "The curious thing about
human rights, if you forget
the U.S. experience for a
morhent and lcok at the Declaration of Human Rights of
the United Nations, it's a
much broader definition than
anything in any of our legal
documents."
Nelson's report on the civil
rights commission can be obtained from Race Relations
Information Center, P.O Box
6156, Nashville, Tenn. 37212,
for two dollars.

aeting slated
The Hyde Park-Hollywood
Cie-se Club will hold Its
monthly meeting Thursday
night, June 24 at the C
league building at 2366 Chel
sea Ave.
C. B. Myles, is presideat,
-Mrs. H. H. Turnage, is secretary, and Mro. Annie Mae
Evans, reporter.
All members are asked to
attend.

Buy Bonds
GLEN MITCHELL, the girl that plays El
lie Moore, Shaft's girl friend, toured the studio of Stax Friday following a luncheon at
the Chisca Plaza Variety Club. Shaft will
premiere at the Mateo Theater Aug. 1 Pictured above front left are Joe Nosey, mato

ager of the Mateo Theater, Miss Mitchell,
leading lady of -Shaft," Whittier Sengstacks Jr., editor of Tri-State Defender; and
Isaac Hayes, composer of the musical score
of "Shaft."

Mrs. Thompson named
L-0 business manager
Mrs. Wilhelmien Thompson of 606 Walker ave., a
graduate of LeMoyne-Owen,
has been appointed business
manager of the college by
President Odell Horton.
Horton said the appointment was affective June 14
and is "subject to approval
and ratification by the college trustees next November."
Mrs. Thompson had served as assistant business manager under three of the college's business managers.
"I am happy to welcome
her to this position of trust
and high administrative respmsibility," said Horton.
In announcing the appointment, Horton said that "Mrs
Thompson has been, to:
many years, and remains a
faithful and devoted em
ployee of the college. I shar
her determination to pr
mote, at all times, the beo
interest of the college. Mrs
Thompson's decision to ac
cept this resp,insiblitY is
good for the c
"Her decision is a sourt,
of personal pHde and sat:faction to me. Considerm
all of the standards by w4.1',
we measure people, M r s.
_ .

•

Gin on the rocks?

Thompson is, in my judgement, a beautiful person."
Mrs. Thompson, active in
community and civic affairs,

°armee Perry
Real Estate & Insurance

PERRY REALTY CO
2263 So. Thiro

is a member of the Metropolitan Baptist church.
She succeeds Harold W.
Schaefgen, who resigned.

774-661i
Home • 946-642i
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awhiskey light.
Asoft whiskey is
somethingelse.
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FLOUR
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We know whereof we speak. We
spent a lot of years experimenting before
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k Folk."
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PRIDE

we came up with the unique taste of
Soft Whiskey.
How did we do it? The process is
still basically a secret.
But if you'll just try Calvert Extra,
the Soft Whiskey...just one drink ...it
should be enough to make the difference
between soft and light delightfully clear
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My view

Evers' bid for Governorbe recorded

Courts alone can't

- Political history of much national import may
When some 268.000 Negro votes are cast for Charles Evers
who is running for the Mississippi Governorship as an independeaf
— The black vote is certain to become a major factor in deteimining which of the six white candidates wins the DemocraBY DR. BENJAMIN E. MAYS
tiuiGubernatorial primary in August. Historically, the Democratic. nomination for Governor in Mississippi has been equivalent
We will always have some deSegreThe April 20. 1971 decision of the
td election.
United States Supreme Court in t he gated schools. But. my gues is that
This year. the Democratic nominee will have to face Mr.
Swann Case (Charlotte-Maillinburg) say- where there are desegregated schools.
ing that the District Courts may order black students will be in the minority.
Evers, the most powerful black political figure ever to emerge
busing in order to achieve a more racial White people cannot stand to be in a
in thiE old confederate state. Where the black vote goes in the
balance in the public schools may or school where blacks are in the majority.
August primary will have a considerable bearing on which
may not achieve the purpose sought. The Jit-t this week, I saw what white people
white candidate Mr. Evers will face in November.
purpo-e of all Supreme Court Decisions would call an ideal istuation. I gave out
are aimed to wipe out segregation in the diplomas to a graduating class in Atlan— While the political pot is boiling, the race issue is acquiribg
public schools. It did not do it in Wash- ta. There were approximately 360 gradudiiiensions that were thought impossible as late as two years
ington, D.C. It did not do it in Newark. ates. Among them there were about 33
ay. Evers, now Mayor of Fayette. Miss., has gained popularity
N.J.
Negro students — around g'../ of the total
fine.
number of graduates. This
even with ultra conservative whites. Not only has he the solid
White people. both North and South.
Whites wculd not argue against this,
backing of Mississippi's black population, he can count on retire
are determined that desegregati..n sit
wer.2 turned, this percenremain minimal. The Supreme Court can tage would not last long. The white stuthan marginal white support.
the
Court
stop
but
cannot
rule,
Supreme
dents would flee. This is the pattern all
—Because of his unusual vote-gathering strength, one or:the
:
the white flight to the suburb nor can it
s4ite candidates for Governor. Robert D. Ladner. astonished ;stop the white people, who want to. from over the U.S. Even if we build a few high
schools of such excellent quality — both
rverters when he announced that he had asked Mr. Ever-ii; to :putting their children in private schools. as to students and equipment — this
rou for Lieutenant Governor on his ticket. Ladner is a third :White people on the whole will accept vvould result in only a small dumber of
• minimal integration, but not maximum. desegregated students. We are deali ng
•
ctiusin of the late virulent Negro hater Theodore G. Bilfoo...11e .
If Negroes insist on it, they can 'el with something the Courts cannot manphilosophy,
and-stated
Bilbo
the
disagreed
with
he
eiplained that
a ruling on busing and the Court is duty age — the fears and the prejudice of
bound to rule in favor of busing. T h e men.
eat he wants black votes and would put Negroes in his adminisDistrict Court and the Circuit Court of
It is a sad community in a city like
tration.
Appeal are interested in seeing that the
Atlanta when we have 105 schools out of
This is the situation in Mississippi to date. Evers expects at
Supreme Court Decisions are carried out. 155 with an enrollment of 90'7, or more of
If busing orders empty the schools of one race. This means that slightly less
least 200 Negro candidates to run on his slate throughout the
whites and leave a unitary black segre- than o n e-t hird of the Atlanta public
state in the most massive bid for political office ever undertaken
gated school system, it is not the Court's schools can be said to be fairly-well inby black politicians. The outlook holds great promise of success
problem.
tegrAted.
on a scale that defies computation.
What happened to the c.mmunity as
If and when the court requires mas-

end desegregation

Black Wacs protest bias
Because of their insistence on the establishment of a more
equitable procedural channel for airing their grievances, six
black Wacs are faced with the threat of summary discharge.
long before their three-year terms are up.
:'.The six have been active in civil rights agitation and are
rtieshbers of a group called "Brothers and Sisters for Equality."
For several months this group has been trying to draw up and
pent to the Ft. Meade Command. in Maryland. a program
frx_redress of grievances blacks have against their superiors.
:.:.'There is no doubt but the women are being railroaded as
pal of effort to suppress the movement. The six were among
100 black servicemen and servicewomen who took part in
a:march around Ft. Meade on May 17 to rally blacks to the
chill rights cause.
Ft. Meade has a military population of 13,000. According to
raable statistics, about 23 per cent are black. A spokesman
foi the Brothers and Sisters, said of the movement: "We are
only trying to prevent what happened at Travis Air Force
Base from happening here. We are not asking the Army to
change any of its regulations. We are only asking them to enforce
tht regulations for blacks and whites equally."
7: Travis Air Force Base, Calif.. was the scene last week of a
rae" ial brawl in which 10 persons were injured and 97 arrested.
The brawl apparently resulted from a series of grievances on the
part of the black airforcemen and charges of unequal treatment
between the races.
The May 17 demonstration at Ft. Meade was intended as a
sPentaneous action to get the message across. Apparently, the
military command there is too dense to see the point. They rather
!me clashes than peaceful agitation for redressing grievances.

a result of a massive busing order is not
the problem of the Federal Courts. It is
conceivable that we will end up with far
less integration than anyone could have
anticipated in 1954.

sive busing in Atlanta, will vse have more
integration or less? ,The trend is for
whites to flee when blacks come in large
numbers. Our liberal white friends a r e
part of the flight to the suburbs.

Point of View
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
of sheriff's deputies, they went through
county departments, had lunch at t he
His Honor, The Mayor,
A big batch of history was written
penal farm after touring it ... and cliin Memphis last weekend. The first maxed their visit with a banquet at the
black mayor in the history of Arkansas. Sheraton-Peabody Hotel. They also resince Reconstruction, was welcomed to ceived the celebrity treatment from local newspaper, radio, and television.
Memphis.
Purpose of the Memphis visit by the
His Honor, Emmett Conley. the recently elected Mayor of Cottdn P 1 a n t, officials of the integrated Cotton Plant,
Ark., was feted in this city, under t h e
Ark. government was to give a tangible
auspices of the Black Unity Lelague Po- image for the study of the Unity League's
litical Organization, led by consistent "Voter Education Program" now underway. League officers and members felt
civic and political leader, 0. Z. Evers.
Mayor Conley was accompanied to
that Mayor Conley's should serve as an
Memphis by a representative group of inspiration and furnish guidelines f o r
Memphis ... particularly for black
his official staff — the white police
voters.
chief of the City of Cotton Plant, a white
It was Judge Otis Higgs of Criminal
commissioner, two black women who
serve on the city's Human Relations Court in Memphis to sum up the essence
Commission, and several other persons. of Mayor Conley's visit. .Tudge Higgs
The Cotton Plant group was welcom- s, emphasized that the current political experience of Cotton Plant, just another
ed to the city by Mayor Henry Loeb.
They were taken on a tour of city hall smaller cotton town than Memphis,
departments. They were welcomed by should arouse both white and black concerned citizens relative to the future of
Shelby County authorities who took them
Memphis, and what can be done in an
on a tour of county governmental deaura of goodwill.
partments. Accompanied by a contingent

National hotline
By DIGGS DATROOTH
flI,trlbeted

H. Rap Brown's case

be

Rintillitnek.

WASHINGTON —
The real devastation
of the Vietnam w a r,
intelligence sources indicate, is not in t h e
GIs who have been
slain here, terrible as
it may be, but in the
50.000-p I u s soldiers
who have fallen to
drug addiction. It has
been conceded at the
highest levels of go vernment here that the availability of
heroin and other drugs is not necessarily
due totally to corrupt South Vietnamese
officials. The Defense Department, has
looked into this and has found plenty of
profiteering among key South Vietnamese. Yet they have also-discovered evidence to support an opinion that the enemy has been using drugs as a part of
its guerilla warfare.
The fact that 3600 GIs sought a i d
from their addiction to heroin during the
first quarter of this year gives credence
to the magnitude of the problem. High

In a move that has few precedents in legal history. the Fifth
U. Circuit Court of Appeals has removed from its docket an
appeal by black militant H. Rap Brown, who has been missing
siate 1970.
Brown had appealed his conviction on a charge of transportink- a firearm across state lines while under indictment for
arson. He was sentenced to five years in prison and a $2,000 fine.
The Appeals Court said the appeal will be reinstated if Brown
should become available.
Brown attracted national attention with his frequent brush
with the law. He believed in the full exercise of the rights of the
blacks and he was willing to endure any sacrifices necessary
for the success of the struggle for freedom and equality.
Toward the attainment of his goal, he was fearless and uncompromising. His persecution stemmed from his advocacy of
a Militant course in the pursuit of civil rights. He was building
quite a following when the police and the courts frustrated his
aim. He is of that school that believes that action speaks
louder than words.
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government officials, testifying before a
Senate Committee on the issue shied
away from giving an official estimate of
the users of drugs in Vietnam. It is felt
that any official tag placed on numbers
would appall the American public. Then.
too. an accurate count is difficult.
MORE ON DRUGS: The action by
the Senate to approve an am.ndment to
the draft law that would require t h e
armed forces to identify drug addicts
and offer them rehabilitation and treatment without threat of punishment was
met with favor by many GIs. The Pentagon is reluctant to try such a measure
on a wholesale basis fearing a breakdown in its discipline standards. There
is a tendency on the part of some Defense brass to give such an idea a limited trial. There is growing concern
about the problem as the war is wound
down and GIs are returning home.
It takns 1;ttle Imagination to foresee
what is in the future. GIs who are hooked on Vietnam are 'addicted to pure
heroin. Over here, the stuff is cut a n d
diluted by pushers.

Complaining that the Black Caucus
was "inserting politics in every possible way," Dr. Helen Edmonds, national
president of the Links, former U.S. Alternate Delegate to the UN and as
staunch Republican as ever breathed
air, told a meeting of the black faithful
gathered at the White House that t h e
Caucus ought to be renamed the Black
Democratic Caucus.
The session was the second is a series called by the White House to brief
black Republican leaders on the President's domestic program, so that they
in turn can "better inform the public,"
according to Stanley Scott, who has just
come on board as assistant to White
House Communications Director, Herbert
Klein. The first meeting was May 22.
At last week's briefing, those present included Jeffrey Greenup, president
of the Harlem NAACP, N.Y.; Mrs.
Elaine Jenkins, director of a firm called
"One America." in the District of Columbia; Berkeley Burrell, president of
the National Business League; Clyde
Williams Jr., a Richmond attorney; Donald Pollack, Kinston, N.C.; John Fortino, Houston, Tex.; Lewis Langston, Office of Minority Business Enterprise,
State of Illinois; Robert J. Keyes, special assistant to Gov. Ronald Reagan of
California and Dr. Edmonds.
Among the government and W h i t e
House aides who briefed them were
Donald Rumsfeld. James McLane. John
Blake, Rogers C. B. Morton, John Altefor, and Stanley Pottinger. At lunch in
the White House mess, Oft. President's
chief assistant, John Erhlichman, w a s
the speaker ... the Black Caucus met
with Senate Republican leaders last
Thursday to present their proposals on
poverty and racism, but they were rebuffed by the Senate Democratic Leadership. Sen. Mike Mansfield, the Majority I."ader, said it was his policy not to
meet with any group, but that he would
meet with Ben. Charles C. Diggs Jr..
chairman of the Black Curtis, adding
"and Mr. Wag.. knows that." But Senate Majorit • Whin Robert Byrd of W.
Va. was more caustic. Said he. "I don't
recogn'ze an- 'stack, white. ve!lo w.
brown or red caucus. They should tackle their problems through their own
le'adership." Byrd said that in claiming
to represent 25 million blacks, the caucus is a self-annointed or self-appointed
group. ..."Monday," the GOP weekly
publication. quotes Congressman Diggs
as telling them that he is in flat disagreement with Democratic National
Committee Chairman, Lawrence O'Brien
who said that ecology is in danger of
becoming a "white middle-class issue 'or
white, middle-class Americans."
In a clever play upon words, "Monday" neatly twists the remarks of both
O'Brien and Diggs by saying that he disagrees with the idea that blacks have
nothing to gain from a deader environment. Then Monday goes on to say. "Im-

plying that O'Brien may have just been
playing politics, Diggs said he did not
agree with O'Brien, that the problem for
blacks is an either or situation. The issue of cleaning up the environment and
solving poverty, bigotry and squalor are
all interrelated." Now who really is playing politics?...
In the same issue of "Monday," Editor John Lofton, a former free-lance writer for a number of right wing publications. including Human Events and the
Manchester Guardian, attacks William
Quinn, publications director of the Democratic National Committee, who w as
formerly assistant editor of Muhammad
Speaks. Lofton quotes heavily from the
speeches of Elijah Muhammad and than
quotes Quinn as saying that he is in "no
disagreement" with the religious sect's
major beliefs Quinn shrugged off t h e
whole thing, saying he never tried to
hide his employment with Muhammad
Speaks — in fact, it was a part of his
resume and it was included in the press
release when he joined the DNC
Rep. Bill Clay told a group of representatives of major corporations last
week. "We need people like you w h o
can pick up a telephone and order 810.000 worth of tickets . .. We may be like
the 13 men from LaMancha dreaming
the impossible dream, but if we can't
put 1,400 people in there (for the dinner
June 181 at $100 a head, we are a complete failure."
CHOICE ITEMS
The search for the successor to Whitney M. Young Jr. is just about over.
Sources say it is narrowed down to three
individuals, one of whom is a woman,
Mrs. Ersa Poston. now chairman of the
New York State Civil Service, Commission. Sterling Tucker. executive director
of the Washington Urban League, and
Vernon Jordan, executive director of the
United Negro College Fund ... black
judges across the country are forming
their own caucus ...
Ghana Ambassador E. M. Debrah
has been busy hosting farewell parties
for departing visitors to Africa. Last
week he gave a small luncheon for HUD
General Assistant Secretary Sam Jackson who will head a team to Ghana, Nigeria. Togo and Liberia to set up AID
housing developments. This week, t h
guests of honor were Mayor and Mrs.
Walter E. Washington who are going out
a two-weeks protocol tour of eight African countries for the State Department.
The itinerary. however, does not include
Nigeria, much of the disappointment of
that country.
Rev. Channing E. Phillips. the first
black man to be nominated for President, has been stricken with what h a s
been described as a "mild" case of tuberculosis. Coming events include t h e
Pan-African Games in Durham, N.C.July 16-17 the first of its kind which will
draw correspondents from all over the
world. The governor of North Carolina
will host a reception for the participants.
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There could be a race
riots this summer
By FRANK L. STANLEY

FC
sw
Pre'dictors of ra,iial unrest' this summer and sub-,equent violence are looked
upon as killjoys by conservatives. In
short, considerable many of the 30 cities
with more than one-third blask papulelationS stand at a shocking 30 per such
will not fail t materialize just because
we close our eyes and ears to reality.
One reason so many people insist upon
hearing only good reports is because
they are afraid or unwilliL.: to face up
to the cruel fact that life is not all good
and that there always is .0nA accompanYing had,
of this in the newsWe have
paper business from those who want only the good reported. They usually are
critica of any crime appearing in their
newspapers. and there is a growing element. which is insisting upon the press
eliminating the had reports entirely. But
this isn't reality, because a, everyone
knows, life is replete with adversity.
And very frankly. the press would
he derelict in its duty, if it painted a
false, one-sided picture at all times. But
lets get back to what this summer portends. Recently in a testimony to a senate subcommittee, Dr. Milton Eisennresident of Johns-Hopkins University.
bower, brother of the late general and
who chaired the Presidential Commission on the Prevention of Violence
which was appointed in 1968, after the
assassinations of Dr. Martin Luther
King. and Senator Robert Kennedy had
this to say:
. That the failure of the Nixon
administration to respond to the recommendations of this commission was contributing to 'the' very explosive (racial)
situation'."
.. There are arsenals being built
up by both the extreme right and t h e
extreme left, and if we saw trouble
break out in this country, it could be
devastating,."
Dr. Eisenhower reported that commission's 15-volume report and its recommendations had met with "almost total silence" since they were presented
to Nixon nearly 18 months ago.
Dr. Ei -enhower added that the positive ga'n of the civil rights movement
in the 1960s, had led to expectations that
could not be met, and the result was "a
backlash that can only be described as

Black racism." This is why he felt
there could be some sort of race war

soon.
There are other disheartening facts:
Black unemployment nationally is 10
per cent, compared with 5.6 per cent for
whites. For black youths, the unemployment rate in many of the 30 cities with
more than one-third black populations
stands at a shocking 30 per cent, or
more.
Black leaders — even the extremist
Panthers — warn their people this year
that violence will be counter-productive.
Further, lets remember that the history of the riots of 60s shows that it
takes a minor incident, such as the arrest of a cab driver or a kid accused of
stealing from a looted store, to set off
an explosion. In our own city in 1968. it
is believed that the riot was triggered
by a confrontation between a white policeman and a black citizen. As of now,
authorities have been unable to find any
real conspiracies behind rioting. In actuality, it just happens.
Two of the surest signs of impending racial disorders are (1) the closing
of the door on increasing racial opportunities and (2) joblessness where t h e
black army of unemployed is increased
out of proportion to their white counterparts.
Which brings to mind what Frederick Douglas said many years ago:
"The American people have this lesson to learn: That where justice is denied, where poverty is enforced, where
ignorance prevails, and where any one
class is made to feel that society is an
organized conspiracy to oppress, rob
and degrade them, neither persons nor
property will be safe.
"... Hungry men will eat. Desperate men will commit crime. Outraged
men will seek revenge."
To be fore warned is to be forearmed. Our 14 member Congressional
Black Caucus has already warned President Nixon. that there is a national employment emergency for black people,
and the President has failed to respond
to its call for at least 1.100,000 n e w
lobs in the triblic Peter, Is our present
state of racial affairs, crucial enough to
cause grave concern? This writer certainly thinks so.
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Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor
In your publication of May
:!9. 1971 your paper ran an
,i.tieje which stated. "The
iollowing are the names of a
robotic few black men
and women who helped build
a cfty - Memphis".
I was veiy dismayed with
the constant omission of one
of the city's most outstanding citizens. One who was
working diligentlx for social
omages long before psucdrights activists such as Atty.
Russell Sugarmon, Cornelia
Crenshaw, Atty. A. W. Willis, and the list can go on,
hitched a ride on the civil
rights bandwagon in the
1960,'s because it became
vogue.
'rhe prominent individual
to whom I refer is my
father, Frank R. Kilpatrick
Sr., who has damn near
worked himself to a grave
for—Ule betterment of that
cit=t who happens to be
a ......professional in your
h1413L7bo u rgeois society.
Thir—man is professionally
personified in a sincerity of
endeavors which dates back
to the 1940's.
As a member of the Chauffeur's Club in the '40's, my
father was instrumental in
providing the blacks of your
city with such entertaining
talents as Cab Calloway,
Count Basie and others, in
order that the Black population could have an orasional evening out with
.iignity instead of using the
-..de doors of the Males and
Warner theaters.
I remember as a high
school student in the 1950s at
Hamilton High, as I knocked

Greyhound Inc. service
is improved for travel

on doors for the cause,
Mr.
Kilpatrick
as
and establishing negotiating
a
of -The Commercial boycott
Appear'
for lack of referring to
our
Black women with
respect
with blatant omissions
of
"Mrs." or "Miss" which.
ever 'the case may have
been.
It is also recalled during
my high school days,
my
father, who was President
of our Civic Ward and Vice
President of the Bluff City
Council of Civic Clubs, a
city-wide co n sortium of
civic clubs (for those with
conveniently short memories), was leading door
to
door and community to
community voter registration drives. Where then was
the political opportunist Atty.
Russell Sugarmon?
It is thought that a newspaper, particularly a black
newspaper, would give its
readers objective accounts
of news worthy materials
without favor of an exiguous
segment of the community,
be it Black or White.
It is beyond my comprehension why a Black orientated newspaper only prints
news of the same people
(sante names and faces)
weekly. What about the
under educated non-professionals that you rely upon
so heavily for readership?
These invisible men seek no
recognition and to my mind
they demand as much or
more than your symbolic
few.
Reexamine your purpose
for being Tri-State and become a true voice of all
Black citizens of Memphis.
THOMAS C. KII,PATRICK

[ This week only at
GENERALTIRE
it

Greyhound Improves Srvice
Greyhound will sharply
improve its service between
Memphis and Chicago, Jackson, Greenville, New Orleans
and Detroit this week.
The improvements, including new departures and
shorter travel times, are
part of nationwide schedule
changes Greyhound which
was launched June 24. Greyhound will also put its new
bus — the Super 7 — into
Mississippi Valley' service at
that time.

'
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Greyhound will also add
a new daily 10:30 a. tn.
Greenville express serving
Clarksdale and other Delta
cities along U. S. 61.
Two new daily Jackson to
Memphis expresses are set
for June 24 along with a
new daily Jackson to Memphis serving Delta cities en
route.
• New 1:15 a. m. and 8 p.m.
Detroit departures will be
added as well as two new
Detroit-Memphis return trips.
Greyhound's MemphisDetroit
buse's will also serve Paducah, Evansville, Indianapolis, Ft. Wayne and
Toledo.
According to Greyhound,
its new Super 7 will be
used for most of the new
departures.
The bus, built by Greyhound's bus-building subsidiary, is restroom-equipped
and air-conditioned.
Greyhound plans to place
nearly 400 of the 40-tt. buses
into service this year.
The blue-and-silver coach
has a new .self-correcting
suspension system that provides the quietest ride of
any bus built.

Memphis residents headed
for Chicago won't miss the
train — thanks to Greyhound.
Three new Chicago expresses will leave here daily
at 1 p. m. 7:45 p. m. and
10 p. m. The 10 p. m. departure will make only one
stop en route, at Efffington.
The other new expresses will
stop there and at Cairo.
Greyhound is also adding
two new Chicago to Memphis departures.
A new daily 8 a. m. nonstop Jackson departure is
planned. The coach will
arrive here at 11:55. and continue to New Orleans via
McComb and Hammond.

Call . your local Greyhound
terminal for additional re\ seri schedule information.

Memphian gets
Explorer post
Two Tennessee youths including one from Memphis,
have been elected to top offices in the Explorer p r ogram of the Boy Scouts of
America.
Larry Simpson, 17, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James
Simpson. of McEwen, Tenn.,
was elected national president of the National Exploring Program.
Roy Lee Curry. 16. 2520
Heard, was elected national
vice president in charge of
Region 5. His parents are
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Ware. Region 5 covers the five-state
area of Arkansas, Louisiana,
Miss.ssippi, Alabama and
Tennessee.
selections
These
were
made at the Explorer President Coniference held recent
ly in ,Washington.

AS A ttEsELT OF THE RECENT project of Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, a check was presented to Mr. Al Toler,
publicity agent at St. Jude hospital. Presenting cheek is
Mrs. Ethel Watkins, president of the Alumni Chapter of
Sigma Gamma Rho. Mrs. Charlie P. Roland, who served
as publicity chairman of the project, is full of glee and
pride abont the presentation because of the service St.
Jude renders to the community. The check was given as
a memorial to little Adrienne Goodwin, the granddaughter
of Mrs. Mary Perkins, a past secretary of the local chapter.

MOST COMPLETE
SUPER MARKETS
SOUTH
MIDTOWN
1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE
(WHITEHAVEN)

1620 MADISON

EAST

5014 POPLAR

MENDENHALL)

(AT

OPEN 'NV. CLOSEDSUNDAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
$6,000 per week available for your favorite charity!

HAMBURGER

fresh ground

31b. pkg

oftsilACLE WHIP

A
2 Ct
PEACHES o5

A him of
MELVIN
VAN PEEBLES

YOU BLED MY MOMMA
YOU BLED MY POPPA
BUT YOU WONT BLEED ME

95

HELD OVER- 6th SWEET WEEK
RATED

Parke and Cafl VOA air conditionine and/or torsion tiers oaf extra'

AiMCONOPriONE011111111101b..

CONVENIENCE...PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT

WHITEWALLS
General-Jet
•noel Tread
Osten
•4.Ply
Nylon Cord
I Own.to
eveter
'Tread

Rally•
AM,VINYL TOP
& UPHOLSTERY
CLEANER

'Oft

ALSO IDEAL FOR
MATS.CARPETS
and TIRES

81 UNION AVENUE • 525-1602

MOVING?

WANTED

CAN

6 69
Special
Price

455 UNION
PHON1
525-7764

•

•

LEAKY FAUCETS
constant drip getting
on your nerves and causing
your water bill to go up? SEE

.....oda.

DOWNTOWN OUT EAST
TIRE

Fred

2-LIMIT

GRAPE OR ORANGE

3-TOTAL LIMIT

For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.

290

WHITE HOUSE
APPLE JUICE 211T5BT01_

CENTER CUT CHUCK
OR SHOULDER CLOD

2-LIMIT
DEL-MONTE

U.S.D.A
HEAVY

32 OZ. BTL.

525-7166

3120 PARK AVL
PNON1
3244171

19cp

2-ROLL PKG

29 OZ. CAN

450

KRAFT

7 OZ

DINNERS 2/394

MACRONI
& CHEESE

4 0Z

22¢

OCEAN SPRAY

OT

COCKTAIL JUICE

550

STANLEY'S

2- 12 OZ. BTLS

SYRUP /'SALE 45cp

PANCAKE

USDA

Grade A
Fryers
cut Up lb 35¢

HEAVY DUTY
LEAK PROOF
BAG GIES

25 BAG BOX

GARBAGE BAGS 250

— SAVE FRED MONTES)
_

Fred Montesi

Pure Pork
Sausage
2 lb Bag

PEARS

& WAFFLE
125 CT. BOX

ArM0(11

FRESH LEAN & MEATY

NECK BONES

493 S. Main St.

79*

15¢

_.....-

or Morel( Bacon

Reg. 56c

3*

1 Lb. Pkg..

Fred Montesi Sliced Bacon.
Reg. 54c Lb. 1 Lb. Pkg

1¢

Or 53c off Fred Montesi Armour or Morrell 2 Lb. Pkg. or Fisher Beef BaL..

HIDE GRAY HAIR

READ SALES CC

SIR ERN

fund Repair Porto
linAg Aomori. et Pon. NoteAwl
f•hoso 275 4525 w 2742417
1310 Jacks*. of Writtios

85er

BEEF ROAST ")
TISSUE

HUNTS HALVES

LIBBY'S
Franks
lb 62¢ VIENNA SAUSAGE

46 OZ CAN

Is that

Charge it at General

GENERAL

ASPARAGUS SPEARS FRESH PORK
3-LIMIT 14n/70Z. CAN 290
8 tP
,1_9
STEAKS 4
WHITE HOUSE
APPLE SAUCE 25*
25 °Z jAR
Montesi

KLEENEX FACIAL

15131 190z.
•
Ilse II 50-53 tubelses whitewall,
elite $1.75 Fed. Ex. Tax per Pre,
no trsd• needed. Lerp•r sae*
available el comparable

X

t'eatures:
2:15' 4:00
5:50
7:35W 9:30

MUSSELMAN'S TENDER CUT GREEN

H-C DRINK

CORN 2/gise

CREAM STYLE

HALVESI

YAMS 29*

GREEN GIANT 17 OZ. CAN

OR YELLOW

3 LIMIT DRSHCES 2
29

plus 2 NEW SHOCK ABSORBERS

CORD

PINEAPPLE SAUCE

3/95cp 3-LIMIT

16 OZ. CAN

WHOLE

BRUCE IN ORANGE

WHOLE KERNEL

FRONT END ALIGNMENT
& WHEEL BALANCE
Our specialists correct caster, camber, toe-in, toe-out
and inspect and adjust steering...precision balance
both front wheels (statically-weights included) ... and
install 2 new Delco Pleasurizer Shock Absorbers.

48 OZ

STARKIST LIGHT MEAT CHUNK

6%2 OZ.

4-PLY NYLON

ty.ces
the ad ellective noon,June 24th inidnight thru
..e reserve the right to limit quantities. None
/0:y 7.
to cieeleis

or more

TUNA

FOR YOUR

BUY BONDS

MID-SOUTH'S FINEST

MEM
ALL FOR
ONLY..

CONVENTION
MANAGER
NAMED — Joseph Saia of
Brooklyn, N.Y., a district
supervisor for
Jehovah's-Witnesses, has been aP001111' ,
ted convention manager for
the "Divine Name" Distrier,::
Convention
of
Jehovah's 7:
Wtnesses. The convention is —
scheduled for July 1448
Mid-South
the
Coliseum..„::
Over 12,500 are expected to -aftend the convention highlight. the Bible lecture, •
"When All Nations Collide,
Head On, With God," Sunday, July Pl.

fa'

MORI ACTION
OKOILS RifNM
MESSES MORE

AT All C RUG STORES

FRED MONTESI

SLICED BACON
1 LB. PKG. REG.

54C

Open Now 01
Follow the pack...

Reg. 88c Lb. Pkg. 35c....

350

With coupon and $5.00 additional Putchase, excluding value of coupon nterchan•
disc (Fresh 1111Ia products, anti-freeze, Turkeys and tobacco also excluded in compliance with state law.) coupon expires Mid•
night Wednesday. June 30th.
me Coupon Per Family Per Week

Oa,
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By BILL LITTLE
Next month Lester McClain is expected to he among recruits reporting to the Chicago Bears camp in
Rensselaer,
led. The accounting major who starred three years for
the
University of Tennessee as a flanker was the subject of an
prtiele in which he charged the Vols athletic staff with deliberately limiting Ivs playing time. McClain, well liked in Knoxville on and off the field, felt that he didn't • get the same
thence at stardom as his white teammates. McClain was UT's
first black athlete.
LAST OF QUOTA
The black is time's intruder. From the beginning, the battles were fought by white mem while the great Southern black
athletes went to black colleges which were, even more undisInguished than the academically white universities which refused to take them to the A and Ts, Grambling and Morgan
State — and later to the Big .Ten, the Big Eight, and the
Pacific Coast Black athletes have begun to doinina'e in professional football and increasingly in college football as well,
and until recently the Southeastern Conference has suffered.
One outstandmg former SEC coach said patronizingly. "It's
Just amazine, how good the black athlete is if given the
chance.- a remark that must have sounded Peculiar, even in
the South, at a time when black players had won the National
Football League rushing championship six years in succession
and the National League batting title seven years in the pre
vious eight, and when virtually, every profe4ional basketball
player was a black.
Four yers ago Lester McClain. six-foot three. 198 pounds.
from Nashville as Tennessee's first black recruit. McClain re
ceived the last of Tennessee's quota of football scholarships in
1967, "The high schools had started to integrate.- said then UT
coach Doug Dickey and I figured it was time for us to do
something. Since then UT has recruited SCV oral others, including next fall's captain linebacker Jackie Walker and Mernphian Kevin Milam.
McClain personally, took Milani under his wing when the
former star Catholic High halfback hit the campus Coach Bill
Battle is hopeful that Milam has fully recovered from an injury which kept him out of spring drills.
McClain said being the first black to play varsity football
in the Southeastern Conference posed no problems at all. "I
played ball and people got to know and like me Then I did
the same thing when I got to Tennessee. Maybe he Nvord will
net around that black people click just like other people. Maybe
the next guys won't have to do this
You can I tell a book by its co\cr. and that is certainly
true of this home. It is Lice a palace inside. Three bedrooms — 14x16 feet — plus broken tile floored kitchen
and entry ball. Most modern kitchen and bath. For relit
to person who will give contract to huy or rent, 6110
monthly, 1041 Walker at Co Cummings school. C. Ognin,
3329 Popular. Tel. 458-3373. Residential phone is 363-8246.

4‘itkr

Will Give You More rood for
Less Money. .and you'll still get

TOP VALUE STAMPS!
CHAMPAIGN', ILL. — Iris Davis of Tennessee Stale 'rise] •
belles out•ran all of her competition in preliminary heat of
1110.yd dash at Pan-American Track and Field meet here.
In winning heat Miss Oasis set a National .A ‘t• record of
111.2. Start of heat was delayed by five false starts. Old
record 55as held by W. Tyus of U.S. National Team and was
set in 1963. { UPI Telephoto )

Sports Briefs

Stock Clerks
Cashiers

PRODUCE:
Clerks

MEAT:
Journeyman Meatcutters
Apprentice Meatcutters
Meat Wrappers

HEADS

Full fringe benefits

DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY

ong term
Luans Available
See Any Broker

C•11

327 6033 a.,,'.,

MMEMMINERe

Will pay for experience or train

For interview apply at the location
nearest you.
Mr. Vaughn Parker at La Mar, 3130 Lamar
Mr. Charles Wise at Whitehayen, 5255 ifighway 51 S.
Mr. James Madden at Hollywood, 2585 N. Hollywood

ATHAN'S
LOAN

N

FFICE

IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

oual Ormort um!v I moinsirr

176

BARGAINS

a, 178

U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY

MEAT PIES

CHUCK
ROAST

Chicken, Turkey,
Beef, Tuna or
Macaroni & Cheese

BEALE STREET JA 6-5300

Lb.

Ea,

U. S. CHOICE TENDERAY
KING SIZE

CUBE
STEAK

COLD POWER
DETERGENT
5 Lbs.

9 SI
9t 29
Family Pak

4 Oz. Pkg.

KROGER

CHARLESTOIE'
GRE Y

COUNTRY CLUB, ALL BEEF

SANDWICH
BREAD

HAMBURGER WATERMELON
5 Lb. Pkg.

1 L
80,.
Loaves

8.9.'3.25
4 $1
650

CATSUP

SLICED
PORK LOIN

14 Oz. Bottles

Quarter
Lb.

DEL MONTE

EATMORE
OLEO

FLORIDA FRESH

YELLOW CORN
Ears

Pets, r"

FRYING
CHICKEN

NNUS UPON

Family Pak

8 Oz,
Patty

Mixed Parts

FOR EXTRA

Lb.

TOP VALUE

I0
Simee lOSS . • •

ARKANSAS
PEACHES

39
59 t,

8 Oz, Pkg.

CON.

PITTSBURGH — (UPI1 —
FOR SALE BY
Mark Binstein. has been,
U. S. GOVERNMENT
named general manager of
VETERANS
the Pittsburgh Condors of;
ADMINISTRATION
the American Basketball As-!
690 North 5th Si.
$ 2.000
sociation.
11 rooms. 4 baths. FR
ALL
.. • •
CASH
2630 Dakar
510.250
HURLERS SWITCH
5 rooms, 1 .hat/i. FR
$2.50
no wit
MONTREAL —(I7131) —
633
Keel
Air.
8.950
S
Montreal
The
Expos and the 8 rooms,
2 baths, FR1WI5 No Down
St.
Louis Cardinals
exPayment
changed righthanded pitch- 1798 Rethink
514.250
er, when the Expos sent Bob 11 room& 7 a baths,
$250
Reynolds to the Redbirds and Stucco and Et V
Down
$15,250
received Mike Torrez in 330 Leech Core
7
rooms.
1
bath,
BV
$500
•
turn. Torrez was assigned to
Down
Nfontraei's Winnipeg farm 1310 Snowden
$14 750
club.
111
/
2 baths,,41b.
$100
Down
$126 Stacei.
$16,950
5 rooms. 1 bath. BV
$250
EVE'S
Do is
Tomtit*
NO
post
Control
System.

Modern New Supermarkets

BANQUET FROZEN

CLASSIFIED ADS

BILLS INK TWO
',W.',
tr.“... go
tn2r
Film 257 E. 51,
BUFFALO — (UPI) —
Defensive end Bill M :Kinley
.
of the University of Arizona
)1,1,11
and 'wide receiver Bob
Chandler a the University of.
Southern California have :ZtL:A
r
'
IZ1117‘
4 ,1
signed contracts with t h e
ash Paid
noose,
'all
Buffalo Bills of the Ameri774-661'
Peer,
S
can Football Conff.srencc7.

BINSTEIN
DORS

We Need Qualified Personnel For the
Following Positions:
GROCERY:

1Poier

•••••

McKinley was the club's
1154' ,‘
NEED 1,
1
snrci Nit-a., ;
sixth-round draft choi; e. ,
Ion 515c11,1w,
wel-i,
GUlt
Chandler. a six•foot, 180- 1,1.5.1 Highs Sit • ii•.• I. ge Ilene
Ws during
nelson.
rrunder wa. picked by Buf- 07,5"!
Paving I'.
256-4793
636g •
vien•
falo in the seventh round.
Eq.!
• • •

TREASURY FOODS
IS
OPENING SOON

)10)J

toe.t:

STAMPS

1

S Lscatiems

BLUE PLATE

COUNTRY STYLE

reVe're:rank!

MAYONNAISE SLICED BACON

59 53t

rareta

APPLIANCE
I. L DAMN

C. G. 14114141

CO.
1. 1. GATLIN IL

•3431 5UAUAIR
•3237 POPLAR
• 3118 THOMAS (HWY. SI N.)
•2374 LAMAR
•4253 NWT. 31 SOUTH

324-4406
682-1661
358-4585
743-5370
396-0995

ALL FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES CARRY 5 YEAR
NATIONWIDE FACTORY WARRANTY

Lb.

111

166.1* 16

Frigidaire Frost-Proof
with 154-1b. size freezer

$29995

Frigidaire!
Flowing H•ot

DRYER

Jet Aclien 1.11
Nee/
1
21 WAS

All 5 ST01115 OPIlei DAILY 11114.14.-9 P.14.

110101014TP

Frigidaire Dishmobile
loads easy,
cleans like crazy!
• Slanted top denim lowers
front opining, makes loading
a snap • Super Surge washing action—needs little or no
pre-rinsing • 4 Cycles—including Piste Warmer.

$15995

Frigidaire!
WASHER
$199"
In lei Ace's.
Coevialeat Pq

•

100
EXTRA
TOP VALUE
STAMPS
with this coupon
and 15.00 purchase,
excluding tobocco and

Frigidaire Range features !MIN deer, big storage km(

or

frozen

Products and

in

0,115
addi-

tion to any other purchase requirements.
(loud thru Tues., June,

es 10
,

189

Closed Sunday

fresh

27

Limit Om,

31b. CRISCO
SHORTENING
of

48 Oz, KROGER OIL
Ea. 3540
with Pr,,

coupon and
$5.00 additional pur.
chase, ezcluding

to-

bacco and

or

frozen
Good

fresh

milk

products.

thru, TuesdaY.

.
295b,Umil Dee.
(subject to apple Joie

Juno

slJte & lo,r1 taxcs1

Exp. 6/29/71

50
50

50
50
) 25
25
fl 25
1, 25
( 25
) 50

with two 2-lbs. pkgs.
1
Sandwich Cookies
woh 2.1bs. or more
2
Groun,
.; Rourid, Chuck,
or Chopped SirloiP
with 2 pkgs. Center-Cut 3
or Breakfast Pork Chops
with 2 pkgs. Fryer
4
Breast, Legs or Thighs
with 2 heads
Lettuce
with 39,- or more
6
Bananas
with 5.1bs.
7
Potatoes
with 3.Ibs.
8
Apples
woh 3.1bs. or more
9
Onmns
with 50-1b.
10
Peat or Sphagourn

